The current review systematically documents the role of g-amino-butyric acid (GABA) in different aspects of fear memoryFacquisition and consolidation, reconsolidation, and extinction, and attempts to resolve apparent contradictions in the data in order to identify the function of GABA A receptors in fear memory. First, numerous studies have shown that pre-and post-training administration of drugs that facilitate GABAergic transmission disrupt the initial formation of fear memories, indicating a role for GABA A receptors, possibly within the amygdala and hippocampus, in the acquisition and consolidation of fear memories. Similarly, recent evidence indicates that these drugs are also detrimental to the restorage of fear memories after their reactivation. This suggests a role for GABA A receptors in the reconsolidation of fear memories, although the precise neural circuits are yet to be identified. Finally, research regarding the role of GABA in extinction has shown that GABAergic transmission is also disruptive to the formation of newly acquired extinction memories. We argue that contradictions to these patterns are the result of variations in (a) the location of drug infusion, (b) the dosage of the drug and/or (c) the time point of drug administration. The question of whether these GABA-induced memory deficits reflect deficits in retrieval is discussed. Overall, the evidence implies that the processes mediating memory stability consequent to initial fear learning, memory reactivation, and extinction training are dependent on a common mechanism of reduced GABAergic neurotransmission. Keywords: GABA; fear; memory; extinction; consolidation; reconsolidation A substantial body of research over the past 30 years has been directed toward understanding the psychological processes involved in learned fear and identifying their neural mechanisms. Several lines of evidence have led to the view that this system is inhibited by excitation of g-aminobutyric acid (GABA) receptors. For instance, systemic administration of drugs (eg, benzodiazepines, BZs) that facilitate excitation of these receptors alleviates symptoms of anxiety in people, and their infusion into the amygdala reduces learned fear responses in non-human animals.
A substantial body of research over the past 30 years has been directed toward understanding the psychological processes involved in learned fear and identifying their neural mechanisms. Several lines of evidence have led to the view that this system is inhibited by excitation of g-aminobutyric acid (GABA) receptors. For instance, systemic administration of drugs (eg, benzodiazepines, BZs) that facilitate excitation of these receptors alleviates symptoms of anxiety in people, and their infusion into the amygdala reduces learned fear responses in non-human animals.
The purpose of this review is to systematically examine the role of GABA in different aspects of fear memoryF namely, acquisition and consolidation, reconsolidation, and extinction. The literature relating to these issues is extensive, and the findings have sometimes been contradictory. Consequently, a number of key questions have been raised regarding the function of GABA in memory storage. First, does GABA have a consistent role in these different aspects of fear memory? Specifically, do GABA agonists consistently impair memory across conditioning, reactivation, and extinction training paradigms (see Figure 1) ? Second, is GABA selectively involved in the acquisition of fear memories, or is it also implicated in post-training memory consolidation? Finally, is GABA implicated in memory retrieval or expression processes? This review attempts to answer these questions by providing a systematic analysis of previous work in order to locate trends and to provide possible explanations for unusual and ambiguous results. It is our primary view that the processes mediating memory persistence after initial fear learning, reactivation, and extinction are dependent on a common mechanism of reduced GABAergic inhibitory neurotransmission.
In the field of memory, the terminology for procedures and assumed processes and concepts are often confused (Roediger et al, 2007) . On the basis of previous research and theory on acquisition, reconsolidation, and extinction phenomena, Figure 1 provides a schematic outline of the procedural aspects of conditioned stimulus (CS) presentation and typical drug administration timing, expected conditioned response (CR) patterns, paradigmatic terminology, and assumed key memory processes. In this review, we will first give a brief summary of the effects of GABA on acquisition, reconsolidation, and extinction, followed by an outline of the pharmacology of GABA A receptors. This will be followed by a detailed consideration of the role of GABA A receptors in each of these three phenomena.
For historical reasons, most research has been conducted on acquisition, followed by extinction, and finally reconsolidation, and so this is the order in which the phenomena are discussed. For the extinction and reconsolidation sections, the relevant studies are summarized in Tables;  however, for the acquisition and consolidation section, this was not possible given the vast number of studies. In each section, only seminal studies are described to illustrate particular points.
OUTLINE
What has been repeatedly found in previous research is that GABA is disruptive to the acquisition, reconsolidation, and extinction of fear memories. Although there are some contradictory findings, upon close examination, it is evident that the inconsistencies could be due to variations in procedural factors, such as the specific type of drug used, the dosage, the brain region and time point of drug infusion, or the type of memory paradigm that was used. This will become clearer in our detailed discussion of these memory phenomena in the subsequent sections.
When GABA A receptors are administered before fear conditioning, memory at test is typically disrupted. These memory impairments have been attributed to a disruption in the initial acquisition of the fear memory. Alternative accounts have been proposed, such as state-dependent learning, or the formation of a context-specific inhibitory association. Evidence for these alternative accounts is either minimal or mixed. Moreover, it has been shown that GABA A receptor antagonists administered before fear conditioning facilitate subsequent fear memory, further indicating that GABAergic transmission is disruptive to the acquisition of fear memories.
Numerous studies have also shown that post-training administration of GABA A receptor agonists disrupt, whereas GABA A receptor antagonists facilitate subsequent fear memory retention, indicating that GABAergic transmission is also detrimental to the consolidation of fear memories. Mixed findings have emerged, particularly with respect to the type of ligands used. Specifically, BZs (a type of GABA A receptor agonist) do not always disrupt retention when administered post-training. However, we propose that these null effects might be due to the specific site of drug infusionFthat is, BZs are capable of disrupting retention if administered centrally, as opposed to systemically.
The disruptive effects of GABA have also been demonstrated when GABA A receptor agonists are administered after a brief re-exposure to the CS (ie, reactivation). Similarly, post-reactivation administration of GABA A antagonists have been shown to facilitate memory retention. These studies suggest that GABAergic transmission is also detrimental to the reconsolidation of fear memories after retrieval. Some studies have either observed no effects or temporary memory deficits; however, these findings could be attributable to the specific region of drug infusion, the type of drug, and the duration of CS re-exposure.
There has been a wealth of research indicating that GABA A receptor agonists administered after extinction training disrupt extinction memory. Specifically, animals continue to display fear responding, indicating that GABA Figure 1 Schematics for the phenomena of acquisition (a), reconsolidation (b) and extinction (c). The first line in each schematic is procedural, with the arrows indicating usual points of drug administration in different published studies. The second line indicates what happens behaviorally, in particular the extent of fear responding by the control, C, and animals receiving the disruptive agent, D. In this case, the disruptive agent is the GABA A receptor agonist. The third line is the common paradigm nomenclature for that part of the procedure. The fourth line indicates the key assumed memory processes important to that particular phenomenon; preceding processes are assumed (eg, for reconsolidation and extinction, the initial acquisition process is assumed; for extinction, it may be that some reconsolidation occurs during the early phase of extinction training). It should be noted that the process of 'retrieval' indicates access to the memory representation; additional processes that may then interfere with or facilitate CR expression are not explicitly indicated (nor are basic sensory processes that are assumed to be operative during acquisition). CR ¼ conditioned response; CS ¼ conditioned stimulus; US ¼ unconditioned stimulus; brief CS ¼ a limited number or duration of CS presentations; extended CS ¼ many or long duration presentation of CS.
is disruptive to the acquisition and/or consolidation of extinction memories. Some studies have observed results inconsistent with this account, although we argue that these contradictory findings are attributable to the precise brain region of drug infusion, and the dosage of the drug. In terms of post-extinction-training drug administration, GABA A receptor agonists disrupt, whereas GABA A receptor antagonists facilitate extinction retention, indicating that GABAergic transmission also impedes the consolidation of extinction memories. There is some evidence that GABA can actually facilitate extinction; that is, animals show reduced fear responding at test. However, we propose that this is limited to pre-test administration of GABA A receptor agonists. This facilitating effect could be because the agonist is inhibiting fear responding, or because it is reducing anxiety.
PHARMACOLOGY OF GABA A RECEPTORS
GABA is the main inhibitory neurotransmitter in the mammalian central nervous system (CNS) . It produces its actions by binding to either the GABA A or GABA B receptor, with GABA A receptors being more abundant within the brain (Pirker et al, 2000) . GABA A receptors operate as gated chloride ion channels (see Figure 2) . Binding of GABA to this receptor triggers opening of the channel, causing influx of negatively charged chloride ions into the neuron, leading to reduced excitatory neurotransmission. The mammalian GABA A receptor is comprised of seven classes of subunits, each having multiple variants (a1-a6, b1-b3, g1-g3, r1-r3, d, e, y) (Pirker et al, 2000; Rudolph et al, 2001) . Most functional GABA A receptors are made up of two a-subunits, two b-subunits, and one g-subunit or alternatively two a-subunits, one b-subunit, and two g-subunits, which together comprise the central ion channel (see Figure 2 ; Esmaeili et al, 2009; Haefely, 1989; Mehta and Ticku, 1999; Pirker et al, 2000; Savic et al, 2005) . Specifically, the most predominant GABA A receptors in the mammalian CNS have an a1b2g2 combination, as first demonstrated by Fritschy et al (1992) .
There are several different ligands that bind to GABA A receptors, many of which have distinct binding sites. Included in the GABA A receptor agonists are full agonists such as GABA and muscimol, which bind to and activate the GABA A receptor complex at the GABA binding site, located at the interface of a-and b-subunits (Mehta and Ticku, 1999 ; see Figure 2 , Table 1 ). The consequence is an opening of chloride channels, leading to an influx of chloride ions and increased neuronal inhibition (Johnston, 1996) . Other GABA A receptor agonists include BZs (eg, midazolam) that bind to a separate binding site localized at the interface of the g-and a-subunits (Mehta and Ticku, 1999) . Barbiturates (eg, pentobarbital) and neurosteroids (eg, allopregnanolone) are other types of agonists that bind to the GABA A complex at a distinct site from both GABA and BZs (Amin and Weiss, 1993; Mehta and Ticku, 1999) . Both compounds potentiate GABAergic responses at low concentrations, but may activate the receptor directly at higher doses (Mehta and Ticku, 1999) . GABA A receptor partial agonists such as 5-(4-piperidyl)isoxazol-3-ol show similar effects to the full agonists, but have a reduced efficacy of binding to and activating the GABA A receptor complex (Johnston, 1996) .
Another family of compounds associated with GABA A receptors are the GABA A receptor antagonists. Competitive antagonists such as bicuculline occupy the GABA-binding site, preventing GABA from binding to and activating the receptor. It should be noted that such antagonists may have behavioral effects where there is tonic GABAergic inhibition. Non-competitive antagonists such as picrotoxin antagonize the inhibitory effects of GABA by binding to distinct picrotoxin-binding sites located at the chloride ion channel of GABA A receptors, possibly causing the chloride ion channel to close. This action blocks the movement of chloride ions into the channel, which prevents hyperpolarization and consequently reduces inhibitory transmission (Johnston, 1996) . Antagonists such as flumazenil bind to the BZ site blocking the access of agonists and inverse agonists to this binding site. However, these compounds do not prevent the binding of GABA (and other direct agonists or antagonists) to the GABA-binding site. The last family of GABA A receptor ligands are the inverse agonists. Full inverse agonists such as DMCM bind to the BZ site but reduce inhibitory GABA transmission by decreasing the chloride channel opening and reducing the affinity for GABA to bind to and activate GABA A receptors (Johnston, 1996) . Partial inverse agonists such as FG7142 are similar to the inverse agonists but have a reduced efficacy of binding to and inducing a functional change in the receptor (Harris and Westbrook, 1998a) . For more information on the various forms of GABA A receptor ligands, including the pharmacological action and physiological effects, see Table 1 . Figure 2 Hypothetical schematic model of the GABA A receptor channel, made of two a-, two b-and a single g-subunit (ie, a 2 : 2 : 1 stoichiometry). Also displayed are the common GABA A receptor ligands described in this review, and their respective binding sites if known. Note that the GABA binding site is located at the junction between the alpha and beta subunits. Agonists such as muscimol, and antagonists such as bicuculline bind to this site. Neurosteroids may also bind to interfacial residues between the a-and b-subunits. Neurosteroids may additionally exert modulatory effects at a-subunit transmembrane domains. The benzodiazepine binding site is located at the interface of the a-and g-subunits. Antagonists such as flumazenil and inverse agonists such as FG7142 also bind to this site. The precise binding site of barbiturates has not been identified. Non-competitive antagonists such as picrotoxin bind to distinct non-competitive sites located at the chloride ion channel. Figure 2) , enhancing inhibitory synaptic transmission by causing chloride ion channels to open. The consequence is typically an inflow of chloride ions to the neuron leading to hyperpolarization (Johnston, 1996) .
Undersupply is linked to seizures, tremors, and insomnia (Johnston, 1996) . Drugs that increase GABA have anxiolytic, anti-convulsant, and relaxant properties.
GABA, muscimol
Benzodiazepines Benzodiazepines bind to a site distinct from GABA, which is localized at the interface of the g-and a-subunits. Benzodiazepines are allosteric modulators of the GABA A receptor, meaning that when bound to the receptor, they facilitate GABA transmission. This is achieved in two ways: first, by increasing the ability of GABA to bind and activate the receptor and second, by increasing the likelihood of chloride channel opening in response to GABA binding (Haefely, 1989; Johnston, 1996) .
Decreased anxiety, muscle tension and vigilance, increased relaxation, and anti-convulsant effects (Haefely, 1989; Johnston, 1996) .
Barbiturates At low concentrations, barbiturates facilitate GABAergic inhibitory transmission, and at higher concentrations, activate the receptor directly suggesting two binding sites, which are distinct from GABA, benzodiazepines, and other modulators such as neurosteroids (see Figure 2 ; Mehta and Ticku, 1999 ). The precise binding sites have not yet been identified, although the presence of the a-subunit appears to influence the ability of barbiturates to potentiate GABA A receptors. Barbituates may also facilitate inhibitory transmission by blocking AMPA receptors, which prevents the binding of the excitatory neurotransmitter, glutamate, to this receptor (Amin and Weiss, 1993; Johnston, 1996; Mehta and Ticku, 1999; Taverna et al, 1994) .
Mild sedation and anesthesia (at low doses; Johnston, 1996) .
Pentobarbital Neurosteroids
Neurosteroids modulate GABA A receptor activity at a binding site distinct from GABA, BZs, and barbiturates (Mehta and Ticku, 1999; Lan and Gee, 1994) . At low concentrations, they potentiate GABA currents, and at higher concentrations they activate the receptor directly, indicating the presence of two distinct binding sites (Hosie et al, 2006) . Neurosteroids may potentiate GABAergic responses by binding to a site located at the cavity of a-subunit transmembrane domains. Direct receptor activation may take place at interfacial residues between aand b-subunits (Hosie et al, 2006) . This direct activation may be strengthened by neurosteroid occupation of both binding sites.
Anxiolyitc, sedative, and anti-convulsant effects (Lan and Gee, 1994 (Johnston, 1996) . Competitive antagonists bind to the GABA A receptor complex, particularly acting at GABA recognition sites. They are competitive because they occupy the GABA binding site, preventing GABA from binding to and activating the receptor. Thus, they block the inhibitory effects of GABA (Johnston, 1996) .
These agents have convulsant properties. Bicuculline
Non-competitive GABA A receptor antagonists Non-competitive GABA A receptor antagonists antagonize the inhibitory effects of GABA, but this is not achieved by inhibiting the binding of GABA A agonists and benzodiazepines to the GABA A receptor. Instead, they bind to sites located at the chloride ion channel of GABA A receptors (that is, the picrotoxin binding site), possibly causing the chloride ion channel to close. This effectively prevents the movement of Produces effects opposite to benzodiazepines and barbiturates, and at high doses can cause convulsions (Carlson, 2004) .
Picrotoxin Lindane

GABA and the Acquisition and Consolidation of Fear Memories
In Pavlovian fear conditioning, a neutral CS is paired with an aversive unconditioned stimulus (US), such as a footshock. According to Shumyatsky et al (2002) , the CS can either be unimodal or multimodal. A unimodal CS refers to a discrete cue affecting a single sensory modality such as a tone, a light, or an odor. Alternatively, a multimodal cue can affect multiple sensory modalities and is composed of a configuration of cues, such as a context. After acquiring the association between the CS and US, the animal typically demonstrates conditioned fear responses (CR), such as freezing, to the previously neutral CS.
The next sections will discuss the role of GABA in the acquisition and consolidation of newly acquired fear memories; processes that are assumed to occur in the conditioning paradigm (see Figure 1) . Acquisition refers to the processes mediating the initial learning of the CS-US association within the actual conditioning session (formation of the short-term memory representation). In contrast, consolidation refers to the progressive, time-dependent stabilization process that transforms fragile short-term memories into relatively permanent or persistent long-term memories (Abel and Lattal, 2001; Myers and Davis, 2007) . GABA administered before conditioning will most likely affect the initial acquisition of learned fear, although consolidation processes may also be affected. In contrast, GABAergic drugs applied after conditioning should exclusively affect consolidation.
Pre-Training Manipulations
Pre-training administration of GABAergic drugs usually leads to decreased CR during the retention test (see Figure 1 ). This is a robust finding in the literature, and suggests that GABAergic transmission usually inhibits initial acquisition of fear memories, and possibly their consolidation as well. This raises the question of the adaptive value of GABAergic memory disruption. The answer may be that it is maladaptive to remember everything that happens to us (eg, it may be maladaptive to remember every detail of the different environments we encounter everyday). GABA allows us to adaptively forget (Kim et al, 2006) .
The study of pre-training GABA manipulations has primarily focused on drugs that modulate BZ action. Pretraining administration of BZs has been shown to disrupt retention of inhibitory avoidance (IA; Dickinson-Anson and McGaugh, 1997; Jensen et al, 1979; Pain et al, 2002) as well as contextual fear memory (Harris and Westbrook, 1998b) . Furthermore, Dickinson-Anson and McGaugh (1993) demonstrated that pre-training infusions of MDZ into the amygdala disrupted retention of IA, thus suggesting that BZs modulate memory processes through their effects within the amygdala. Such amnesic effects are reversed after co-administration of the BZ site antagonist, flumazenil (Izquierdo et al, 1990a) , indicating that the amnesic effects of BZs are specifically mediated by their binding to the BZ site. Consistent with these findings, pre-training injection of the BZ site inverse agonist b-CCM facilitated memory (Johnston, 1996) .
Benzodiazepine site antagonists
Antagonists bind to the benzodiazepine site but they do not activate the receptor, but instead block the access of agonists and inverse agonists to this site. Consequently, they may block or reverse the effects of benzodiazepines such as midazolam or FG7142. However, the binding of GABA to the GABA A receptor site is unchanged (Da Cunha et al, 1999; Haefely, 1989) .
Counteract the physiological effects of benzodiazepine receptor agonists and inverse agonists (Haefely, 1989) .
Flumazenil
Inverse agonists
Full inverse antagonists
Inverse agonists bind to the benzodiazepine site; however their effects are pharmacologically opposite to BZs. That is, they reduce inhibitory GABA transmission by decreasing chloride channel opening, and reducing the affinity for GABA to bind to and activate GABA A receptors (Haefely, 1989; Harris and Westbrook, 1998a) .
Physiological effects include increased anxiety, convulsions, and spasms (Haefely, 1989) .
DMCM
Partial Inverse Agonists
Similar to full inverse agonists, however, they have a reduced efficacy of binding to and activating the BZ site (Haefely, 1989; Harris and Westbrook, 1998a) .
Anxiogenic effects at low doses and mild convulsions (File and Pellow, 1988) .
Abbreviations: AMPA, a-amino-3-hydroxyl-5-methyl-4-isoxazole-propionate; BZ, Benzodiazepine; DMCM, methyl-6,7-dimethoxy-4-ethyl-beta-carboline-3-carboxylate; GABA, g-amino butyric acid; THIP, 4, 5, 6, 
retention in a variety of tasks, such as passive avoidance, contextual memory, and imprinting (see Venault et al, 1986) . Collectively, these studies show that increasing GABA transmission impairs, whereas decreasing GABA transmission facilitates fear memory acquisition. Harris and Westbrook (1998a , 2001 argued that administration of a BZ (ie, MDZ) before conditioning does not prevent rats from learning the CS-US association, but rather it regulates where and when that learning is subsequently expressed. Specifically, they showed that pretraining administration of MDZ decreased freezing when rats were tested 24 h later, suggesting that MDZ interfered with acquisition of auditory fear conditioning. However, the MDZ-induced deficit in freezing was no longer evident if rats were tested 22 days after conditioning, if they were tested in a chamber that differed from fear conditioning, or if they were injected with the pain-inducing agent formalin before testing. That is, MDZ-treated rats showed comparable levels of freezing to controls. Westbrook (1999, 2001) argued that animals conditioned under MDZ are still able to acquire and consolidate the excitatory fear memory (ie, the CS-US association), but at the same time, MDZ causes animals to acquire a context-specific inhibitory (CS-no US) association Westbrook, 1998a, 1999) . This inhibitory association inhibits the expression of the fear memory, but only within the conditioning context. Here, conditioning context refers to both the physical and internal cues (emotional, hormonal, and neurochemical) that are present during conditioning (Bouton, 1993) . Consequently, if the context is changed before testing, animals will not be able to retrieve the inhibitory association. Instead, the excitatory fear memory will be retrieved, causing restoration of fear responding. Essentially, Westbrook's (1998a, 1999) findings suggest that BZ administration before conditioning does not disrupt acquisition but instead elicits a context-specific retrieval deficit. One possibility is that MDZ strengthens a latent capacity of the conditioning context to inhibit expression of the CS-US association learned during training. Changing the context reduces this inhibition, causing a reinstatement of fear responding. Thus, it is possible that the CR deficits after pre-training administration of GABA A receptor agonists, observed in previous studies, might simply be attributable to a retrieval deficit. Farkash and Cranney (2010) found no contextually conditioned fear recovery in MDZ rats 11 days after initial conditioning; however, until other studies have tested conditioned responding under context shift conditions, we can only tentatively conclude that pre-training BZs interfere with the acquisition/consolidation (rather than retrieval) of newly acquired fear memories.
Post-Training Manipulations
Numerous studies have shown that post-training GABA manipulations lead to reduced fear responding at test, indicating a role for GABA A receptors in memory consolidation. For example, post-training administration of the GABA agonist muscimol disrupts memory for IA whether given systemically or locally into the amygdala, hippocampus, or entorhinal cortex (Ammassari-Teule et al, 1991; Brioni et al, 1989; Carbo Tano et al, 2009; Introini-Collison et al, 1994) . Rossato et al (2004) examined the time course of GABA involvement in memory, and showed first, that IA was disrupted when muscimol was infused immediately post-training into the CA1 region of the hippocampus and within the basolateral amygdala (BLA). Second, muscimol produced amnesia when administered into the entorhinal cortex between 30 and 180 min post-training. Finally, when infused into the posterior parietal cortex, muscimol was amnesic if administered between 90 and 180 min posttraining. The evidence suggests that memory consolidation requires reducing GABAergic inhibitory transmission in a variety of brain regions, at varying times after the conditioning session, thus ensuring sufficient activation of glutamate receptors to initiate memory consolidation (Rossato et al, 2004) .
Post-training administration of GABAergic antagonists appears to facilitate memory consolidation. For example, bicuculline leads to increased fear responding in contextual fear conditioning with crabs (Carbo Tano et al, 2009 ) and with IA if administered systemically or directly into the hippocampus, entorhinal, or parietal cortex (IntroiniCollison et al, 1994; Luft et al, 2004) . Castellano and McGaugh (1990) demonstrated that the effects of both muscimol and bicuculline were not due to state dependency, as pre-testing injections did not reverse the effects of these drugs on memory retention. Similarly, using IA, Dickinson-Anson and McGaugh (1993) demonstrated that post-training intra-BLA infusions of bicuculline blocked the retention-impairing effects of systemically administered diazepam. This result indicates that the amnesic effects of diazepam are mediated by GABA A receptors, and that these receptors are involved in the consolidation of conditioned fear memories.
Overall, these results suggest that activation of GABA A receptors immediately after conditioning is detrimental to the storage of fear memories. However, mixed findings have been observed using post-training administration of BZs. A number of studies have shown that although pre-training BZs disrupt fear memory retention, immediate posttraining infusions are ineffective (eg, Bustos et al, 2006) , thus leading some researchers to conclude that BZs specifically impair the acquisition, but not the consolidation of fear memories (Pereira et al, 1989) . The difference between the effects of muscimol and BZs could be due to the pharmacological differences between these two classes of drugs. Specifically, muscimol, unlike BZs, is also a partial agonist at GABA C receptors (Woodward et al, 1993) . Nevertheless, several studies have shown that post-training BZs do reduce conditioned responding, indicating modulation of memory consolidation (Gafford et al, 2005; Jensen et al, 1979) . Moreover, systemic (Izquierdo et al, 1990b) or intra-BLA (Da Cunha et al, 1999) infusion of the BZ site antagonist flumazenil facilitates retention of IA. Thus, it appears that BZs are capable of modulating fear memory consolidation processes, and this might take place within the amygdala and hippocampus.
These mixed findings with BZs may be due to (a) the behavioral paradigm, (b) the specific kind of BZ used across studies, or (c) the specific location of drug infusion. The behavioral paradigm is an unlikely reason as most of the studies previously mentioned have used IA or contextual fear conditioning, and observed both null effects and memory deficits after BZ administration. The specific kind of BZ may be a valid reason for the inconsistencies, although a variety of BZs have been shown to modulate fear memory when administered post-training (eg, flumazenil, Da Cunha et al, 1999; MDZ, Gafford et al, 2005; flurazepam, Jensen et al, 1979) . This leaves the location of drug infusion as the remaining candidate for the contradictory findings. All the studies that have observed null effects after posttraining BZs had injected the drug systemically. In contrast, nearly all the studies that have shown BZ-induced memory impairments or enhancements used centralized infusions of BZs into the amygdala (Da Cunha et al, 1999; Izquierdo et al, 1990a) or hippocampus (Gafford et al, 2005) . The reason why centralized infusions of BZs after training are more effective in producing memory deficits than are systemic injections is not clear. It could be that the involvement of BZ receptors (in the BLA or hippocampus) in memory consolidation is transient. Consequently, centralized infusions of BZs directly into these brain regions will be fast enough to affect consolidation (Izquierdo et al, 1990a) . In contrast, systemic treatments may not reach the brain soon enough to affect this transient, BZ-sensitive period of memory consolidation. Alternatively, it may be that activation of the BZ site in some areas of the brain interferes with mnemonic processes, whereas BZ site activation in other parts of the brain opposes these effects (see Zavitsanou et al, 1999 , regarding a similar situation for dopaminergic effects).
Regardless of the precise mechanism, these studies collectively demonstrate that GABAergic drugs in general, when administered post, can modulate memory retention. This strongly suggests that GABA A receptors are involved in the consolidation of newly acquired fear memories. However, there are two caveats. First, the effect of GABAergic drugs may vary depending on the precise location of drug infusion. As discussed above, post-training BZs may be more effective at disrupting retention if administered centrally as opposed to systemtically. In addition, GABA A receptor agonists may actually facilitate memory if infused in brain regions such as the prelimbic cortex (PL) (discussed in detail in subsequent sections). Second, given the findings of Harris and Westbrook (1998b , 2001 previously discussed, it could be proposed that the memory impairments caused by post-training GABA are contextspecific retrieval deficits. However, this is unlikely to be the case, because the drug is administered post-acquisition. In conclusion, there is convincing evidence that GABA A receptors are involved in consolidation processes.
Pre-Testing Manipulations
Some researchers have suggested that the memory impairments produced by GABA A receptor agonists are due to state-dependent learning (eg, Nakagawa et al, 1993; Patel et al, 1979) . That is, animals fail to show evidence of retention at test because the internal state during retrieval (ie, drug absent) does not match the internal state during initial training or storage (ie, drug present; Castellano and McGaugh, 1990) . This implies that administering the drug before testing should reinstate the memory deficit, because the internal state should now correspond to that during initial memory formation. Essentially, proponents of the state-dependent learning perspective argue that GABAmediated memory deficits are due to retrieval, rather than a storage failure.
Indeed, some evidence suggests that the retentionimpairing effects of pre-training GABA A receptor agonists are due to state dependency. For example, pre-training administration of drugs such as chlordiazepoxide (CDP) (Goldberg et al, 1973; Henriksson and Jarbe, 1971; Oishi et al, 1972; Patel et al, 1979; Furukawa et al, 1987) , diazepam (Nakagawa et al, 1993) , muscimol (Nakagawa et al, 1993) , and halazepam (Patel et al, 1979) disrupt retention in both passive and active avoidance memory paradigms. However, injection of the same drugs before testing produces a reinstatement of avoidance responding in the drug-treated animals, although a similar result was not obtained by Farkash and Cranney (2010) when MDZ was injected before testing. Nonetheless, these findings indicate that in some instances, BZ-induced memory deficits are due to state dependency.
Nevertheless, research by McGaugh (1989, 1990) suggests that state dependency cannot completely explain the memory-modulating effects of GABA A receptor agonists and antagonists. Specifically, they found that posttraining administration of muscimol disrupted, whereas bicuculline and picrotoxin facilitated, retention of IA when animals were tested 24 h later. Importantly, injection of the same drugs before testing did not reverse these effects.
These studies suggest that pre-training administration of GABA A receptor agonists might disrupt retrieval by producing some form of state dependency. In light of these findings, it is possible that the GABA-induced memory deficits discussed in the previous sections may represent retrieval rather than storage failure. In other words, injecting the same drug before testing might have alleviated the retention impairments observed in previous studies. At present, a state-dependent learning account cannot be completely ruled out as an explanation for retention deficits induced by pre-training administration of GABA A receptor agonists. However, if the drugs are injected post-training, we can be more confident that these drugs are specifically affecting post-training memory storage processes . Future studies should include additional tests examining pre-test drug infusions to determine if the memory-modulation produced by GABAergic drugs is due to state-dependency or memory storage processes. Heldt and Ressler (2007) attempted to elucidate the role of GABA in fear conditioning. They examined the changes in mRNA levels of GABA-related genes after the acquisition of Pavlovian fearFin particular, they examined changes in mRNA levels of the six GABA A receptor subunits (a1, a2, a3, a5, b1, and g2), and various GABA-related proteins, such as GABA-transporter 1 (GAT1), GABA A receptor-associated protein (GABARAP), and GABA A clustering protein gephyrin, within the amygdala. They observed that following paired tone-shock exposures, there were significant decreases in the a1, a5, and GAD67 mRNA levels, indicating a reduced number of functional BZ receptors immediately after fear conditioning. Consistent with this, they observed that there was decreased binding of [3H]-flunitrazepam (a BZ) within the amygdala, showing that after fear conditioning there is a reduced quantity of functional BZ receptors. Fewer functioning BZ receptors would reduce GABAergic inhibitory transmission and consequently enhance excitatory neurotransmission within the amygdala. In a similar study, Chhatwal et al (2005) observed that after acquisition of auditory fear conditioning, there was a reduction in mRNA levels of the gephyrin protein in BLA slices. This protein is important for the promotion and stabilization of GABA A clusters, and is thus important for GABA A receptor function. Furthermore, they observed a significant reduction in BZ binding, indicating a reduction in BZ-sensitive GABA A receptors after paired presentations of a CS and US.
Molecular Manipulations
In light of these findings, it can be speculated that memory consolidation after initial training requires a downregulation of GABA A receptor binding and inhibitory neurotransmission (Chhatwal et al, 2005; Heldt and Ressler, 2007) . According to Chhatwal et al (2005) , reduced GABA transmission would disinhibit BLA glutamatergic neurons leading to greater excitatory transmission. This increase in excitation would support the development of amygdala long-term potentiation (LTP), which is argued to be an important mechanism in the formation of fear memories (Maren and Quirk, 2004) . Consistent with this evidence, research has shown that GABAergic drugs, such as midazolam, CL218,872, or diazepam, can inhibit LTP in hippocampal slices (Evans and Viola-McCabe, 1996; del Cerro et al, 1992; McNamara et al, 1995) . This molecular evidence strongly implicates a negative role for GABA A receptor functioning within the amygdala in the cellular storage of fear memories.
Neural Bases
Amygdala. The acquisition and consolidation of fear memories appears to be critically dependent on the amygdala. Extensive evidence implicates the amygdala in the acquisition of fear conditioning. For example, LA neurons exhibit robust increases in activity (ie, neural plasticity) in response to the CS throughout conditioning (Maren and Quirk, 2004) , and pre-training inactivation of the amygdala using muscimol leads to a disruption in longterm fear memory (Muller et al, 1997) . Evidence that the amygdala is critical in consolidating fear memories comes from studies using post-training drug infusions and showing decreased fear responding at test (see Figure 1 ; eg, anisomycin, Cammarota et al, 2004) .
Studies have shown that post-training intra-amygdala infusions of GABA A receptor agonists disrupt, whereas antagonists facilitate the retention of fear memories Rossato et al, 2004) . Lesions to the amygdala have been shown to block the memory-modulating effects of post-training administrations of muscimol and bicuculline (Ammassari-Teule et al, 1991) . In terms of ligands specifically targeting the BZ site, pre-training intra-amygdala infusions of MDZ have been shown to disrupt retention of contextual fear conditioning (Dickinson-Anson and McGaugh, 1993; Harris and Westbrook, 1998b) . Moreover, the disruptive effect of pre-training systemic administration of MDZ is blocked by post-training administration of bicuculline into the amygdala (Dickinson-Anson and McGaugh, 1997). Conversely, post-training intra-BLA infusion of the BZ site antagonist flumazenil facilitates retention of IA (Da Cunha et al, 1999; Izquierdo et al, 1990a) . Interestingly, infusion of BZ site agonists and antagonists within the central nucleus of the amygdala (CeA) often has no effect on memory retention (eg, Da Cunha et al, 1999; de Souza Silva and Tomaz, 1995) . These findings indicate that the amygdala, particularly the BLA, mediates the disruptive effects of GABA on the initial acquisition and consolidation of fear memories (see Carrive, 2000 , regarding the possibility that CeA has a tonic inhibitory effect on downstream fear-response centers, and that fear-initiated BLA interaction with the CeA leads to the disinhibition of those structures and thus fear responding).
As described earlier, functioning GABA A receptors are composed of multiple subunitsFat least one a-, one b-, and one g-subunit. Pirker et al (2000) examined the distribution of GABA A receptor subunits in the amygdala. They found prominent labeling of the a1, a2, b1-b3, and g2 subunits in regions such as the basomedial, basolateral, and lateral amygdala (LA), areas which are critically involved in fear learning (Pirker et al, 2000) . Interestingly, recent research has suggested that different subunits are involved in different pharmacological actions in response to GABAergic drugs. Specifically, the a1-subunit has been shown to be specifically responsible for the amnesic effects of BZs (Rudolph et al, 2001 ). For example, Rudolph et al (1999) examined the effect of pre-training administrations of diazepam on retention of passive avoidance in mice with a point mutation of the a1-subunit (a1-HR mice) and wildtype (WT) controls. Diazepam disrupted memory retention in the WT controls as expected, however, memory retention was intact in the a1-HR mice. Moreover, Savic et al (2005) demonstrated that the a1-selective BZ receptor agonist, zolpidem, disrupted retention of passive avoidance when administered before training. These results suggest that GABAergic drugs disrupt memory consolidation in part by binding to a1-subunit-containing GABA A receptors in the BLA/LA.
Hippocampus. Another important neural circuit involved in fear learning is the hippocampus, particularly when the CS is a context, such as in contextual fear conditioning and IA. Contextual fear conditioning and retention require two processes: (1) the formation of a contextual representation and (2) the contextual representation being associated with shock (von Hertzen and Giese, 2005) . It is believed that the hippocampus mediates process (1), whereas the BLA mediates process (2). Consistent with this proposal, studies have shown that the hippocampus is involved in the acquisition and consolidation of contextual fear memories (Anagnostaras et al, 1999; Bast et al, 2001; Kim and Fanselow, 1992; Frankland et al, 2006; Rossato et al, 2004) .
In line with these findings, hippocampal GABA A receptors have an important role in modulating fear memory storage. For example, post-training intra-hippocampal infusion of muscimol disrupts, whereas bicuculline facilitates, the retention of IA (Luft et al, 2004; Rossato et al, 2004) . More recently, Gafford et al (2005) demonstrated that infusions of MDZ into the hippocampus after training disrupted the retention of contextual fear memory.
Studies examining the composition of GABA A receptor subunits in the hippocampus have shown abundant staining for subunits a1, a2, a4, a5, b1-3, and g2 (Pirker et al, 2000) . Recent evidence has shown that the a5-subunit is critically involved in mediating hippocampal-dependent memory and cognitive tasks (Rudolph and Mohler, 2006) . Specifically, mice that possess a partial deficit in a5-containing GABA A receptors in the hippocampus show a marked improvement in trace fear conditioning, which is a hippocampally mediated task. In contrast, they show no improvement in delay fear conditioning, a task which is independent of the hippocampus (Crestani et al, 2002; Yee et al, 2004) . These mice also show improved water-maze learning, which is a hippocampal-dependent task (Collinson et al, 2002) . Moreover, an inverse agonist specifically targeting a5-containing GABA A receptors has been shown to enhance learning in WT animals (Chambers et al, 2004; Sternfeld et al, 2004) . Therefore, GABA could modulate contextual fear memory storage by binding to a5-containing GABA receptors in the hippocampus.
GABA AND EXTINCTION OF FEAR MEMORIES
In extinction, subjects are given prolonged exposure to the CS but in the absence of the associated US (see Figure 1) . The fear responses exhibited in the presence of the CS are reduced (ie, extinguished) over the course of these CS-alone exposures (within-session extinction). The stability of this behavioral phenomenon is typically measured 24 h later in an extinction retention test, in which the CS is briefly presented without the US Davis, 2002, 2007) . One possible mechanism underlying extinction is an erasure or weakening of the association between the CS and the US (eg, Rescorla and Wagner, 1972 ; see also Myers et al, 2006) . However, evidence for the restoration of responding to the CS following: (a) the passage of time since extinction training (spontaneous recovery), (b) a change in physical context at test (renewal), and (c) re-exposure to the US (reinstatement) shows that much, if not all, of the original memory remains intact . Thus, it has been proposed that the primary process in extinction is that of new learning, where animals acquire an inhibitory CS-no US association (extinction memory) that masks or competes with the expression of the original excitatory association (Bouton, 1993; Konorski, 1948; Pavlov, 1960) . Evidence suggests that extinguished cues possess the properties of a conditioned inhibitor; namely, they pass both the retardation and summation tests (Calton et al, 1996; Pearce, 1997; Schachtman et al, 2000) . Moreover, Bouton (1993) argues that the inhibitory CS-US association formed during extinction training is context-specific. That is, animals will only exhibit extinguished responding (ie, low levels of fear responding) within the extinction-training context. Figure 1 loosely follows Davis' (2002, 2007) definitions of extinction training as the critical component of the procedure, within-session extinction as the decrement in fear responding that occurs during the extinction training procedure, extinction retention as the decrement in fear responding observed at a later time point, and extinction as the theoretical process.
The following sections outline the role of GABA in the extinction of classically conditioned fear memories. The results across the reviewed studies are mixed and at times, contradictory, indicating a complex role of GABA in fear extinction (see Table 2 ). Nonetheless, we propose that just as GABA disrupts the acquisition and consolidation of newly acquired fear memories, GABA also interferes with the acquisition and consolidation of fear extinction memories.
Pre-Extinction Training Manipulations
Extinction is regarded as a form of new learning, whereby animals learn that the CS is no longer dangerous within a specific context . As drugs that facilitate GABA transmission have been shown to interfere with the acquisition and consolidation of fear learning, it follows that such drugs administered before extinction training should also block the acquisition of extinction memories . The common finding in the literature across a variety of different aversive paradigms is that increasing GABAergic transmission before extinction training disrupts extinction retention (eg, Delamater and Treit, 1988; Goldman, 1977; Kamano, 1972) . For example, Pereira et al (1989) reported that preextinction training administration of diazepam led to continued avoidance responding during the extinction retention test. In addition, Hart et al (2009) observed that MDZ administered systemically and directly into the BLA before extinction training interfered with extinction of contextual fear. That is, MDZ-treated rats exhibited greater freezing at test compared with controls. Consistent with this evidence, muscimol infused directly into the dorsal or ventral hippocampus, before extinction of auditory fear, disrupts retention of extinction. That is, muscimol-treated animals continued to exhibit high levels of freezing to the tone irrespective of the context they were tested in (Corcoran et al, 2005; Corcoran and Maren, 2001; Hobin et al, 2006) . The authors concluded that muscimol interfered with the context-specificity of extinction such that animals exhibited fear responding regardless of the test context.
This evidence collectively suggests that administration of GABA A receptor agonists before extinction training interferes with extinction retention. This may be due to a disruption of within-session extinction learning (ie, acquisition), or a disruption in post-training consolidation processes. The evidence suggests that the extinction memory deficit could be due to a combination of disrupted acquisition and consolidation. Specifically, some of the above studies have shown that GABA agonists lead to deficits at the extinction retention test, but leave withinsession extinction intact (eg, Corcoran et al, 2005; Hart et al, 2009; Hobin et al, 2006) , or actually enhance within-session acquisition (eg, Corcoran et al, 2005; Delamater and Treit, 1988) . This would indicate that the extinction memory deficit at test is due to a disruption in post-training consolidation processes. In contrast, other studies have shown that GABA agonists actually disrupt within-session extinction, indicating that the extinction memory deficit at test is due to a failure to initially acquire the short-term Stressed rats exhibited impaired extinction compared to controls. Muscimol impaired extinction in control mice, but had no effect on stressed mice. Baclofen prolonged extinction in control mice, and facilitated it in stressed animals. Bicuculline had no effect. Faclofen delayed extinction in controls, and accelerated extinction in stressed mice. Interpretation of these results is difficult given that drugs were administered before conditioning. Male SD rats Ethanol Post-extinction Systemic CFC Ethanol had no effect on the retention of extinction.
Not involved in extinction extinction memory (eg, Akirav et al, 2006; Delamater and Treit, 1988, Hart et al, 2009 ). Alternatively, pre-extinction training GABA administration could disrupt extinction retention by producing some form of state dependency (Bouton et al, 1990) . That is, the GABA-induced deficits in extinction retention may simply represent retrieval, rather than storage failure. These researchers observed that pre-training administration of the BZ CDP interfered with the extinction of contextual fear as demonstrated by elevated levels of freezing at test. However, the extinguished fear response (ie, reduced freezing) returned when animals were injected with CDP before testing. Thus, the authors concluded that the drug did not disrupt extinction learning, but instead made the expression of extinction state dependent. They proposed that rats extinguished under CDP acquired an extinction memory that was specific to the drug state. Consequently, when rats were tested, they were unable to retrieve the extinction memory because the internal state during testing (ie, drug absent) did not match the internal state during extinction training (ie, drug present). However, injecting CDP before testing reinstated low levels of freezing because rats were returned to the internal state of extinction training, which allowed them to retrieve the extinction memory (Bouton et al, 1990) .
What these findings suggest is that administering BZs before extinction training does not actually disrupt the acquisition or consolidation of the extinction memory, but instead, disrupts its retrieval. However, the reinstatement of extinguished responding by pre-test CDP may have been due to an alternative mechanism. Specifically, the reduction in freezing at test may simply have been caused by the anxiolytic effects of this drug, rather than the drug returning the animals to the internal context of extinction training. The dose of CDP that Bouton et al (1990) administered before testing was 10 mg/kg. Studies have shown that similar doses of CDP (ie, 2.5, 3, 5, and 10 mg/kg) can produce anxiolytic effects in a number of behavioral paradigms, such as novelty induced hypophagia (Bechtholt et al, 2008) , punished drinking, and punished lever pressing (Sanger et al, 1985) . Thus, a strong candidate for an alternative explanation of Bouton et al's (1990) finding of reduced freezing after pre-test CDP administration is decreased anxiety. Other studies have shown that pre-test administration of GABAergic drugs can 'facilitate the expression of extinction', even if the drug is not administered before extinction training Maren, 2001, 2005; Hobin et al, 2006) , again suggesting anxiolytic rather than state-dependency effects. Additional evidence against the state-dependency account is provided by Hart et al (2009) with the re-extinction paradigm. Ultimately, the findings of Bouton et al (1990) do not readily permit the conclusion that BZ-induced disruption of extinction is simply the result of state dependency, or in other words, a retrieval failure.
Two studies have provided evidence that is inconsistent with the account that GABA interferes with the formation of extinction memories. First, Harris and Westbrook (1998a) examined the effects of FG7142, an inverse agonist at the BZ site which decreases the likelihood of GABA binding to the GABA A receptor, leading to reduced GABAergic neurotransmission. They found that pre-training and pre-testing administration of FG7142 disrupted extinction of auditory fear conditioning. In other words, compared with controls, FG7142-treated rats exhibited higher freezing to the CS when tested in the extinction-training context. Furthermore, this disruption was specific to the extinction context, as vehicle and FG7142 rats demonstrated similar levels of freezing when tested in a different context. This led the authors to suggest that FG7142 produced a context-specific disruption in the acquisition and expression of extinction. The authors concluded that fear extinction involves the acquisition of a context-specific inhibitory association that is controlled by the context of extinction training, and that GABA binding to GABA A receptors mediates this contextspecific inhibition of fear expression (Harris and Westbrook, 1998a ). This finding indicates that decreasing GABA transmission before extinction training impairs extinction retention. Given the evidence previously discussed, we would expect that decreasing GABA transmission should facilitate extinction retention. How can we account for this unexpected result? First, the injection of FG7142 was systemic, so it is possible that the disruptive effects of FG7142 were due to the drug acting within a specific brain region leading to disruption of the extinction process. Second, the dose of FG7142 used in this study was 10 mg/ml, which is relatively high. Research has shown that a 10 mg/kg dose of FG7142 can actually impair, rather than facilitate fear memory formation (File and Pellow, 1988) . Therefore, at present, the findings of Harris and Westbrook (1998a, b) do not necessarily contradict the claim that pre-training GABAergic drugs disrupt extinction retention. A study by Akirav et al (2006) also yielded findings that seem to contradict the idea that pre-training GABAergic drugs disrupt extinction learning. These authors demonstrated that administrations of muscimol into the infralimbic region (IL) of the mPFC before an extinction training session facilitated extinction of auditory fear conditioning. This evidence indicates that increasing GABAergic tone before extinction training facilitates, rather than impairs, the retention of extinction. This finding contradicts the dominant model of fear learning and extinction (Maren and Quirk, 2004; Pare et al, 2004) .
The dominant model of fear learning states that following classical conditioning, the CS excites neurons in the BLA, causing activation of neurons in the central amygdala, leading to conditioned responding (Quirk et al, 2003; Pare et al, 2004) . It is proposed that following extinction training, the mPFC, particularly the IL is critical for inhibiting amygdala responses to the CS, and thereby preventing conditioned responding (Milad et al, 2004 (Milad et al, , 2007 Milad and Quirk, 2002; Quirk et al, 2003; Rosenkranz et al, 2003; Quirk and Mueller, 2008) . Furthermore, several findings suggest that the consolidation of extinction involves complex molecular cascades taking place in the IL (Burgos-Robles et al, 2007; Hugues et al, 2004; Mueller et al, 2008; Santini et al, 2004; Sierra-Mercado et al, 2006) . Given these results, it is unusual that Akirav et al (2006) observed that preextinction training infusions of muscimol into the IL actually facilitated extinction retention.
One possible explanation is that the infusion of muscimol may have spread to the adjacent PL. Research is beginning to suggest that this region is critically involved in the expression rather than inhibition of fear responding (Burgos-Robles et al, 2009; Knapska and Maren, 2008; Schiller and Johansen, 2009 Akirav et al (2006) acknowledge that their muscimol infusion probably spread to neighboring regions of the PFC. These results are important because they demonstrate that the effects of GABA on extinction retention may vary depending on the precise location of drug infusion.
In summary, most of the evidence indicates that increasing GABAergic transmission before extinction training disrupts the retention of extinction, which is consistent with our main proposal. This effect may be due to GABA disrupting within-session extinction learning, post-training consolidation processes, or by inducing state dependency, although the state dependency account is less compelling. One should also keep in mind, based on the results of Akirav et al (2006) , that although pre-training GABA administration normally impairs extinction, different effects may occur depending on the precise location of drug infusion.
Post-Extinction Training Manipulations
In this section, we outline studies examining the role of post-extinction training application of GABAergic drugs. Because the drug is administered after extinction training, the consolidation of extinction memories will most likely be affected (see Figure 1) , and state-dependent explanations for memory deficits are less relevant.
Disorbo et al (2009) initially trained animals to acquire an aversion to saccharin, which was paired with lithium chloride (LiCl). Across 5 days of acquisition, animals showed a significant reduction in consumption indicating that animals acquired CTA. Animals then received extinction, whereby saccharin was presented without LiCl for 19 consecutive days. Experimental animals received muscimol injections either before (pre-muscimol group) or after (post-muscimol group) each extinction session, whereas control rats received saline. The results showed that, only for rats that received post-extinction-training muscimol (post-muscimol group), extinction was disrupted. Specifically, these rats continued to avoid the saccharin flavour, indicating impaired extinction retention. Interestingly, the pre-muscimol group demonstrated intact extinguished responding, which suggests that muscimol was not simply inhibiting flavour consumption in the post-muscimol group, but was instead interfering with memory storage processes. The authors concluded that the disruptive effects of muscimol were due to impaired consolidation of the SAC-no illness extinction memory. Collectively, these results, along with the other studies summarized in Table 2 , provide strong evidence that GABAergic transmission is detrimental to the consolidation of extinction memories.
If GABA A receptor agonists impair extinction consolidation, then antagonists such as picrotoxin and bicuculline should facilitate extinction. Consistent with this, McGaugh et al (1990) demonstrated that administration of picrotoxin immediately after extinction of auditory fear conditioning facilitated extinction retentionFthat is, picrotoxin-treated rats exhibited fewer avoidance responses compared with control rats. Similarly, Berlau and McGaugh (2006) observed that post-extinction training infusions of bicuculline directly into the BLA facilitated the extinction of contextual fear conditioning. The authors concluded that bicuculline enhanced the consolidation of extinction learning.
Still, some studies have shown that administering GABAergic drugs immediately after extinction training has no effect on subsequent extinction retention Makkar et al, 2010; Nomura and Matsuki, 2008) . Even more interesting, Akirav et al (2006) showed that infusions of muscimol into the BLA after short extinction led to a significant reduction in freezing at test. In other words, increasing GABA transmission after extinction training improved extinction retention. This finding appears to contradict the claim that GABA disrupts the consolidation of extinction memories. However, upon close examination of the methodology used by Akirav et al (2006) , it is likely that this enhancement of extinction is really a disruption in reconsolidation (a process described in the next session). The short extinction session, which the authors used more closely, resembles a short reactivation session (see Figure 1) . Specifically, the session consisted of five CS exposures, which may be too little to produce extinction. This is shown by the fact that animals were not exhibiting a significant decline in fear responding across the CS exposures. Thus, the decreased freezing at test is most likely disrupted reconsolidation of the original memory trace, rather than facilitated consolidation of the extinction memory trace. In light of these methodological issues, the results of Akirav et al (2006) do not contradict the claim that increasing GABAergic transmission after extinction training interferes with the consolidation of extinction memories.
An important question is how administering GABAergic drugs before or immediately after extinction training interferes with extinction memory. According to Davis and Myers (2002) , as extinction represents a form of new learning, there are structural and functional changes that occur in neurons. This extinction-related plasticity consists of strengthening connections between the sensory pathways transmitting information about the CS, and a group of GABAergic neurons critical for inhibiting fear responding when animals are later tested. The consolidation of this neural plasticity would require excitation rather than inhibition of target cells (ie, membrane depolarization, activation of NMDA receptors to initiate calcium entry), possibly through the activity of excitatory neurotransmitters such as glutamate . Therefore, GABA agonists administered during this critical period of plasticity (ie, consolidation) will most likely inhibit these neural processes, producing a disruption in extinction retention. Conversely, GABA antagonists would decrease GABAergic inhibition, thereby facilitating extinction consolidation (Yee et al, 2004; see Figure 3 ). In summary, the formation of fear extinction memories is dependent on reduced GABAergic transmission after extinction training. Indeed, the reviewed evidence is consistent with this neural account.
Effects of GABA Administered Pre-Extinction Retention Test
Administration of GABAergic drugs before extinction retention testing will most likely modulate the retrieval of the extinction memory, or the expression of fear. The evidence strongly indicates that increasing GABAergic transmission leads to decreased fear responding. For example, pre-test administration of muscimol directly into the dorsal or ventral hippocampus led to lower levels of fear responding (regardless of test context) than did administration of vehicle (Corcoran et al, 2005; Hobin et al, 2006) . According to Corcoran et al (2005) , muscimol infusion before testing removed the context-specificity of extinction, causing animals to exhibit extinguished responding (ie, low levels of freezing) in all contexts. Consistent with this evidence, decreasing GABAergic transmission with the inverse agonist FG7142 before extinction testing produces a recovery of fear responding to a previously extinguished tone or context, suggesting a failure to inhibit fear responding Richardson, 2007, 2009; Harris and Westbrook, 1998a) .
Collectively, the evidence indicates that increased GABAergic transmission is required for animals to display low levels of fear responding during the extinction retention test. Why might this be the case? As previously mentioned, extinction represents the active inhibition of fear responding. The mPFC inhibits the expression of fear responding during extinction by suppressing amygdala neural firing in response to a CS (Maren and Quirk, 2004; Milad and Quirk, 2002; Milad et al, 2007; Rosenkranz et al, 2003; Quirk et al, 2003; Quirk and Mueller, 2008) . Therefore, if extinction represents the inhibition of fear responding, the application of GABAergic drugs before testing could facilitate extinguished responding by increasing inhibitory neurotransmission (Yee et al, 2004 ; see Figure 3 ). The evidence is consistent with this inhibitory account. Another plausible reason why administration of GABAergic drugs before extinction testing leads to less fear responding is because these agents are simply decreasing anxiety, and consequently rats display less fear responding. Similarly, infusing inverse agonists before extinction testing would increase anxiety, and therefore enhance fear responding. It is clear that further research is needed to disambiguate the anxiolytic and inhibition accounts regarding the effects of pretest GABA on extinction expression, possibly by examining drugs targeting specific subtypes of the GABA A receptor. Studies have shown that mice with a point mutation in the a2-subunit of the GABA A receptor fail to show reduced anxiety in a light-dark choice test (Low et al, 2000; Rudolph et al, 2001) . This indicates that the a2-subunit is specifically involved in anxiety reduction. If the anxiety-reduction account is correct, then injecting drugs into normal mice that specifically activate a2-containing GABA A receptors before testing should enhance extinction expression. Alternatively, in order to test the inhibition account, future studies could use mice with a point mutation of the a2-subunit. The point mutation ensures that these animals are not able to show anxiolytic effects in response to drug administration, but also ensures that GABAergic inhibitory neurotransmission is still functional (Rudolph et al, 2001) . If these animals still display low levels of freezing at test in response to pre-test administration of GABA A receptor agonists (eg, BZs), then this reduction in fear responding cannot be due to anxiolytic effects as the a2 subunit is not functional. Rather, the low level of freezing is most likely due to enhanced GABA-mediated inhibition of fear responding.
Genetic and Molecular Manipulations
This section focuses on research that has used genetically modified animals to study GABA as well as studies that have examined changes in the expression of GABAergic molecules after extinction training. First, Yee et al (2004) studied the effect of mutant a5(H105R) mice on extinction of auditory fear conditioning. These mice express fewer GABA A receptors containing the a5-subunit. A reduction in a5-containing GABA A receptors would equate to reduced GABAergic inhibitory transmission. The results demonstrated that both male and female mutant mice, compared with WT mice, did not exhibit a decline in conditioned responding across testing sessions, consistent with a disruption in extinction. Consistent with these findings, Jacobson et al (2006) showed that GABA-B(1b) knockout (KO) mice, that is, mice lacking functional GABA-B1b receptors, exhibited a disruption in extinction of CTA memory. In another study, Shumyatsky et al (2002) examined mice with a gastrin-releasing peptide receptor (GRPR) KO on extinction of fear. Gastrin-releasing peptide (GRP) binds to the GRPR and increases GABAergic inhibitory transmission. GRP is highly expressed within the LA, and its receptor (GRPR) is expressed selectively in inhibitory interneurons within the LA. Mice that possess Figure 3 Yee et al's (2004) schematic representation of the complex GABAergic circuits involved in the acquisition, consolidation, and expression of extinction, as well as the interaction between GABA and excitatory neurotransmitters, particularly glutamate binding to NMDA receptors, in the storage of extinction memories. The nodes illustrated in this diagram (circular nodes denoting glutamatergic units, and octagonal nodes denoting GABAergic units) represent assemblies or networks of neurons. The left hand side of the diagram demonstrates the formation of an association between a conditioned stimulus (CS) such as a tone, and an unconditioned stimulus (US) such as a shock. This excitatory learning is hypothesized to involve NMDA-mediated synaptic plasticity. GABAergic transmission may be involved in suppressing excitatory activity, thereby impairing the consolidation of fear memories. GABAergic antagonists and inverse agonists, which reduce GABAergic activity, would reduce such tonic inhibition, thus facilitating the acquisition and storage of the CS-US fear memory. The neural pathway of extinction is displayed on the right hand side. This involves the formation of links between nodes carrying information about the CS to GABAergic units, which leads to reduced expression of the conditioned response (CR) following CS presentation. In addition, representations related to detection of the absence of the US (as in extinction training) and sensory inputs carrying information about the extinction context are also hypothesized to connect to these GABAergic units which are involved in reducing CR output. These connections to the GABAergic units are strengthened by NMDAdependent mechanisms during extinction learning, and these connections are themselves under the modulation of additional GABAergic interneurons. Therefore, the presence of GABAergic drugs during acquisition or consolidation phases of extinction would inhibit the excitatory neural processes (involving glutamate and NMDA receptors), which are critically involved in storing the extinction memory. In addition, it is evident that after extinction training, the expression of extinguished responding at test requires the activation of GABAergic units to suppress conditioned fear responding (bottom, right). The administration of GABAergic drugs during this phase of extinction would enhance inhibitory transmission, facilitating the expression of conditioned responding (eg, low levels of freezing, startle, heart rate). Copyright ( this KO have impaired GABAergic transmission. The authors observed that GRPR KO mice exhibited greater conditioned freezing in cue and contextual fear conditioning retention tests compared with WT control mice, suggesting enhanced acquisition and/or consolidation of the fear memory. Across subsequent test sessions, which occurred at 2, 7, and 15 weeks later, the KO mice continued to exhibit higher levels of freezing compared with the WT mice. However, both groups of mice showed a decrease in freezing. Because no interaction was reported (just main effects for mouse type and session), it cannot be said that there was resistance or facilitation of extinction. Indeed, without the appropriate control groups (with no interim exposures) it is not possible to counter an alternative explanation in terms of forgetting. Moreover, because the CS (cue or context) re-exposures were not of long duration (2 and 3 min, respectively), it is unclear whether extinction or reconsolidation processes would have dominated (see next section on reconsolidation). Across these genetic studies, the predominant finding is that when GABA transmission is impaired, extinction is also disrupted. In other words, most of the studies seem to suggest that GABA actually facilitates the formation of extinction memories. These results appear to be in direct opposition to the pharmacological studies, in which the predominant finding is that increasing GABAergic transmission is detrimental to the acquisition and consolidation of extinction memory. How can we account for this apparent contradiction? A likely explanation is that these animals are acquiring a very strong fear memory due to the impairment in GABA transmission. In other words, the disruption in GABA receptor functioning in these animals would have reduced inhibitory transmission, presumably leading to an over-consolidated fear memory that was resistant to extinction. Indeed, as shown in the results of Shumyatsky et al (2002) , mice with a KO of the GRPR showed higher levels of freezing relative to WT mice after fear conditioning, supporting the over-consolidation account. An alternative (and not mutually exclusive) explanation is that the impaired GABA functioning in the KO mice disrupted the ability for these animals to inhibit their fear responding during the extinction retention test. As outlined in the previous section, normal GABA functioning is critical for the inhibition of fear responding during extinction testing. Essentially, these genetic KO studies do not necessarily disprove the claim that GABA is detrimental to the formation of extinction memories. However, they also do not provide definitive answers as to the precise role of GABA in the various phases of extinction (see Figure 1) . This is because, first, KO mutations may produce compensatory changes in neuronal functioning during development, making it difficult to identify the precise role the genetic manipulation has on behavior during testing (Rudolph et al, 2001) . Future genetic studies could use knock-in point mutations to modify GABA A receptor functioning, as this method does not appear to elicit significant changes in the brain development.
Second, a major problem with genetic studies in general is that the genetic modification typically exists before initial fear conditioning. Consequently, it is difficult to specify whether the extinction deficit (ie, elevated fear responding) at test is because the KO has affected acquisition or consolidation of the initial fear memory, or acquisition, consolidation or expression of the extinction memory. Examination of within-session extinction may allow researchers to distinguish between alternative accounts. For example, if the genetically modified animal shows an initially higher level of fear responding than controls, this suggests that the manipulation enhanced the acquisition and/or consolidation of the initial fear memory. If the KO animals fail to show a decrement in fear responding during extinction training, this indicates that the manipulation disrupted initial acquisition of the extinction memory. Finally, if the genetically modified animals display a comparable initial level and decrement in freezing relative to controls, but then display elevated freezing at test, this indicates that the genetic manipulation has interfered with either the consolidation or retrieval of the extinction memory.
The idea that GABAergic transmission is important for the expression of extinguished responding is supported by molecular studies. First, Chhatwal et al (2005) demonstrated in BLA slices from rats, increased levels of gephyrin protein and gephyrin protein mRNA 6 h after extinction training. These molecules are important for stabilizing GABA A receptors in order to make them functional. Furthermore, they also observed increased levels of BZ binding, and also elevated levels of GABA A receptor subunits within amygdala neurons, several hours after fear extinction training. This suggests that the inhibition of fear after extinction training is dependent upon a delayed increase in GABA activity within the amygdala. Consistent with these findings, Heldt and Ressler (2007) found that after extinction training, rats exhibited increased expression of GABA A receptor subunits within the amygdalaFspecifically a1 (LA), a2 (in the CE), and b2 (in the BLA). These subunits are critical for the formation of functional, BZ-specific GABA A receptors (Rudolph et al, 2001; Pirker et al, 2000; Sieghart, 1995) . Furthermore, rats exhibited increased levels of gephyrin and GAD67 protein in the BLA. GAD67 is a marker of GABAergic activity (Heldt and Ressler, 2007) . These molecular studies demonstrate that several hours after the start of extinction training there is upregulation of molecules and receptors that facilitate GABA transmission. This suggests that the expression of extinguished responding after extinction training is dependent upon functional GABAergic transmission.
CONCLUSION
The role of GABA in extinction has been extensively investigated, and the findings have been diverse, inconsistent, and quite often contradictory. However, upon closer examination of the evidence as well as the methodological procedures used in different studies, it is clear that GABA produces consistent effects that are dependent on the time point of drug administration, the dosage of drug used, as well as the brain region of drug infusion.
Administration of GABAergic drugs either before or immediately after extinction training blocks response inhibition, which is consistent with our position that GABA disrupts the acquisition and consolidation of extinction memories. Those studies that have observed findings inconsistent with this claim have either used elevated doses of drug (Harris and Westbrook, 1998a) , or infused the drug into specific brain regions that may have directly inhibited fear expression (Akirav et al, 2006) . Thus, it appears that the long-term storage of extinction memories, such as new fear memories, is dependent upon reduced GABAergic neurotransmission.
In contrast, when GABAergic drugs are infused before testing, conditioned responding is less than those for vehicle infusion, suggesting facilitation of response inhibition circuitry. Conversely, when GABAergic transmission is downregulated before testing (either by infusion of a GABA antagonist, or GABA KO), fear responding is increased, suggesting interference with response inhibition mechanism, rather than with any learning processes (Yee et al, 2004; see Figure 3 ).
In summary, the evidence suggests that GABA has opposing effects on extinction depending on when the drug is administered. GABAergic drugs have an impairing effect on extinction when administered shortly before or after extinction training, which we argue is due to interference with extinction memory consolidation processes. In contrast, GABAergic drugs enhance response inhibition when administered before testing, possibly by decreasing anxiety, facilitating retrieval, or more likely by facilitating the inhibition of fear responding.
GABA AND RECONSOLIDATION OF FEAR MEMORIES
The traditional view of how the brain stores new memories is that a consolidation process stabilizes initially fragile memories over time until they become 'fixed' in the brain (McGaugh, 2000; Nader, 2007) . During a critical window of time after the initial encoding of the short-term memory representation, new memories are susceptible to amnesic and memory-enhancing agents. Once consolidated, however, these memories are insensitive to disruption (Cestari et al, 2006; McGaugh, 2000) . This latter claim has been challenged by the recent revitalization of the notion of 'reconsolidation' (Lee et al, 2008; Lewis, 1979; Spear, 1973; Miller and Springer, 1973; Nader, 2007; Sara, 2000) . In a typical reconsolidation procedure, rats are initially subjected to fear conditioning, then 24 h later, they undergo a reactivation session, which involves a brief re-exposure to the CS alone (see Figure 1) . Immediately after reactivation a manipulation is applied, such as administration of anisomycin, a protein synthesis inhibitor known to disrupt memory consolidation. During a test 24 h later, treated rats show reduced fear responding suggesting that the retrieved memory has become labile again, and requires reconsolidation. Both the amygdala (Nader et al, 2000) and the hippocampus (Debiec et al, 2002) have been implicated in reconsolidation, and Tronson and Taylor (2007) concluded that there are both similarities and differences in the cellular processes underlying consolidation and reconsolidation.
Previously, it was suggested that GABA receptors were functionally implicated in initial memory formation. As discussed, GABA agonists such as muscimol interfered with memory consolidation, while GABA antagonists such as bicuculline enhanced memory consolidation. Although the number of studies exploring the relationship between reconsolidation and GABA has been modest in comparison to the number of studies examining consolidation (see Table 3 for a summary of reconsolidation studies), the results generally point towards an impairment of reconsolidation, which is again consistent with our view that GABAergic transmission is detrimental to the acquisition and storage of memories. To date, only post-reactivation drug administration has been reported (eg, there are no studies reporting pre-reactivation or pre-test administration of GABAergic drugs). For example, Bustos et al (2006) reported that MDZ (indirect GABA agonist), administered immediately after reactivation in a context-conditioning paradigm, led to reduced responding 24 h later (Test 1) relative to rats administered saline. This decreased responding was still evident in a further within-subjects test (Test 2) 10 days later. Furthermore, fear responding was not reinstated following exposure to a reminder shock or an additional (albeit weak) context-shock pairing (see also Kim and Richardson, 2007) . Bustos et al (2009) expanded on these results and observed that the disruptive effects of GABA on memory reconsolidation depend on the age of the memory, reactivation length, and dose of the drug. For example, increasing the interval between initial training and reactivation reduces the vulnerability of the memory to disruption by MDZ. Destabilization of these memories requires longer reactivation periods and higher doses of the drug. Extending these findings, Makkar et al (2010) showed that administration of MDZ following reactivation produced a persistent disruption of discrete cue auditory fear memory (see Figure 4) . Essentially, these findings provide strong evidence that GABAergic neurotransmission is functionally implicated in the re-storage of fear memories following reactivation.
Further evidence for the disruptive effects of GABA on reconsolidation of fear memories was observed by Carbo Tano et al (2009) . They examined the effects of the GABA A agonist muscimol and antagonist bicuculline on the consolidation and reconsolidation of contextual fear memory in the crab Chasmagnathus. Results demonstrated that immediate but not delayed (30 min) post-training muscimol injections produced a dose-dependent disruption of contextual fear memory consolidation. This deficit was reversed if crabs received co-administration of bicuculline, indicating that the effect was mediated by GABA A receptors. Importantly, the investigators showed that administration of muscimol 45 min, but not 60 min, after reactivation significantly reduced fear responding. This disruption by muscimol was specific to re-exposure to the training context, showing that the effects of muscimol were specific to memory reactivation. These results strongly indicate that muscimol explicitly disrupted a reconsolidation process. They next examined the influence of post-training and postreactivation administration of bicuculline. Results showed that immediate but not delayed (1 h) post-training bicuculline facilitated retention of a weak fear memory, showing that bicuculline specifically enhanced a consolidation process. Similarly, post-reactivation administration of bicuculline enhanced retention of fear memory. The effect occurred when bicuculline was injected 45 min, and 2 h, but not 4 h following reactivation, implying that bicuculline specifically enhanced a reconsolidation process. These results provide very strong evidence for the role of GABA A receptors in both the storage and re-storage of fear memories. Increasing GABAergic transmission with muscimol interferes, whereas decreasing GABAergic transmission with bicuculline facilitates, both consolidation and reconsolidation of contextual fear memories. In summary, then, the majority of the evidence indicates that GABA agonists administered after CS re-exposure leads to less fear responding, suggesting that activation of GABA A receptors interferes with the reconsolidation of fear memories.
Reconsolidation vs Extinction
The studies reviewed above indicate that infusion of a GABA agonist leads to a reduction in fear, suggesting that reconsolidation was impaired. Alternatively, the decline in fear responding might have reflected a facilitation of extinction. This is because the reactivation session is procedurally similar to an extinction training trial, as animals are exposed to the CS without the US (Nader, 2003;  see Figure 1 ). However, as extinction is regarded as a form of new learning, GABA agonists would be expected to disrupt extinction learning, rather than facilitate it (Akirav, 2007; Myers and Davis, 2007) . Numerous studies have shown that BZs do in fact impair extinction retention (see Table 2 ). Furthermore, the MDZ-induced memory deficits observed by Bustos et al (2006 Bustos et al ( , 2009 and Cranney and coworkers (Makkar et al, 2010; Zhang and Cranney, 2008) did not exhibit spontaneous recovery or reinstatement, which are common features of extinguished responding. This evidence indicates that the freezing deficits produced by post-reactivation MDZ represent a disruption of reconsolidation and not a facilitation of extinction.
Nonetheless, there are manipulations that can facilitate extinction, but also prevent phenomena such as spontaneous recovery, renewal, and reinstatement, eg, the extinction of a compound composed of two separately extinguished CSs (Rescorla, 2006) , or post-extinction training administration of DCS (Ledgerwood et al, 2004) . Thus, a lack of spontaneous recovery or reinstatement is not sufficient evidence to discriminate between disrupted reconsolidation and facilitated extinction. Furthermore, as discussed in the previous section, downregulation of the GABAergic system may facilitate extinction in some circumstances (Akirav et al, 2006; Chhatwal et al, 2005; Harris and Westbrook, 1998a; Heldt and Ressler, 2007) . Thus, there is still the possibility that the post-reactivation freezing deficits observed by Bustos et al (2006) and Zhang and Cranney (2008) was actually a facilitation of extinction. Bustos et al (2009) provided very strong evidence that the memory deficit shown by post-reactivation administration of GABAergic drugs (ie, MDZ) is not a facilitation of extinction, but rather a disruption of reconsolidation. First, MDZ administration after a brief (3 or 5-min) re-exposure to the context led to a persistent deficit in fear responding, indicating impaired reconsolidation. To test whether the freezing deficit was merely facilitated extinction, animals were injected with MDZ after an extended re-exposure to the context (ie, extinction training). At test, control rats exhibited low levels of freezing comparable with the last 5 min of extinction training, indicating intact retention of the extinction memory. However, MDZ-treated rats showed greater freezing relative to controls, suggesting that MDZ disrupted extinction (see also Hart et al, 2009) . The authors concluded that the reduction in freezing produced by MDZ administration after a brief reactivation is not due to facilitated consolidation of extinction, but a disruption in reconsolidation. These findings further support our position that activation of GABA A receptors is detrimental to the storage of reactivated fear memories and newly acquired extinction memories. Specifically, when CS re-exposure is brief and reconsolidation is the dominant memory process, GABAergic manipulations block the re-storage of the original memory trace, leading to a decrement in fear responding at test (see Figure 1) . However, if CS reexposure is lengthened and the extinction memory is the dominant trace, GABAergic drugs interfere with the consolidation of the extinction memory, leading to elevated freezing at test.
Storage vs Retrieval
Another major theoretical issue is whether the GABAinduced reconsolidation blockade represents a failure to restore the memory, or a temporary inability to retrieve the memory. Several studies have shown that the memory deficits elicited by post-reactivation MDZ lasted for at approximately 2 weeks after initial conditioning (Bustos et al, 2006 (Bustos et al, , 2009 Makkar et al, 2010; Zhang and Cranney, 2008) . Furthermore, this memory deficit was not reinstated after exposure to a reminder shock, or an additional context-shock pairing (Bustos et al, 2006) . This evidence implies that post-reactivation administration of GABAergic drugs disrupt the re-storage, and not the retrieval of fear memories.
These long-lasting memory deficits conflict with the research conducted by Harris and Westbrook (1998b , 2001 , examining the effects of MDZ on the initial acquisition of fear conditioning. As discussed earlier, pretraining MDZ decreased freezing when animals were tested; however, this deficit was no longer evident when rats (a) were tested 22 days after conditioning, (b) were tested in a chamber that differed from fear conditioning, or (c) were injected with formalin before testing. They argued that BZs do not disrupt memory storage but simply induce a contextspecific inhibition of fear responding (context referring to both the physical features of the environment as well as the internal cuesFhormonal, emotional, and neurochemical, which are present during conditioning). Consequently, changing the context before testing would reinstate fear responding. Makkar et al (2010) directly tested this hypothesis with the reconsolidation paradigm. Animals underwent context pre-exposure, conditioning, and memory reactivation followed by MDZ administration. On test day, animals were injected with either saline or epinephrine 15 min before testing in order to shift the internal context of the animal. This is a similar manipulation to the formalin injected before testing in the Harris and Westbrook (1998b) study. Importantly, the results showed that the MDZinduced freezing deficit persisted despite the pre-test injection of epinephrine. Makkar et al (2010) concluded that MDZ blocked reconsolidation, rather than inducing a context-specific retrieval deficit. However, they acknowledged the possibility that the MDZ-induced retrieval-deficit observed by Harris and Westbrook (1998b) might be specific to the acquisition, and not the reconsolidation of fear memories (Makkar et al, 2010) .
In contrast to the above-mentioned findings, Amaral et al (2007) showed that infusion of muscimol into the dorsal hippocampus of rats disrupted retention of IA memory when tested 24 h, but not 48 h after reactivation (Amaral et al, 2007) . These results suggest that GABA had temporarily inhibited the retrieval, rather than the reconsolidation of reactivated memories. This discrepancy might be attributable to procedural differences among the studies. First, different GABAergic drugs were used: Those studies that observed long-lasting deficits used MDZ, whereas Amaral et al (2007) infused muscimol. Despite the fact that both drugs are GABA A receptor agonists, they each have Figure 4 The effect of MDZ on the reconsolidation of auditory fear memory. Mean ( ± SEM) percentage freezing during tests 1 and 2 for rats administered MDZ (n ¼ 8) or saline (n ¼ 7). Test 1 took place 24 h after reactivation and test 2 took place 10 days after test 1. MDZ-treated rats display a deficit in freezing that is evident at both test sessions. MDZ ¼ midazolam, SAL ¼ saline (after reactivation).
distinct binding sites (see Figure 2) . It is possible that BZs, specifically, produce long-lasting memory deficits. Second, different memory tasks were used: Amaral et al (2007) used IA, whereas the previous studies examined contextual fear conditioning. Although both tasks require animals to form an association between the context and shock, conditioned responding is measured differently in each task. Finally, the location of drug administration differed in each study : Amaral et al (2007) infused muscimol directly into the hippocampus, whereas in the MDZ studies it was injected systemically. Numerous laboratories have shown that intrahippocampal infusion of protein synthesis inhibitors and other amnesic drugs after reactivation either have no disruptive effect or only produce a temporary deficit in IA memory Power et al, 2006; PradoAlcala et al, 2006; Taubenfeld et al, 2001) . This indicates that the hippocampus might not be involved in reconsolidation of IA (Milekic et al, 2007) , and may explain why Amaral et al (2007) observed only a transient deficit relative to the enduring deficits shown by Bustos et al (2006 Bustos et al ( , 2009 and Zhang and Cranney (2008) . In light of these findings, it can be concluded that post-reactivation injections of GABA A receptor agonists may disrupt the re-storage of fear memories; however, this is dependent on the type of memory paradigm, the type of ligand, and the precise location of drug infusion.
Studies examining the role of GABA in reconsolidation have shown that application of GABA agonists immediately after memory reactivation impairs the retention of fear memories (Amaral et al, 2007; Bustos et al, 2006 Bustos et al, , 2009 Makkar et al, 2010; Zhang and Cranney, 2008) and application of GABA antagonists facilitate fear memory retention (Carbo Tano et al, 2009; Bustos et al, 2009) . These findings are in agreement with the acquisition, consolidation, and extinction evidence discussed in this review, that GABA A agonists disrupt memorial processes.
Neural Bases
Amygdala. As in consolidation, the amygdala is also important for the reconsolidation of fear memories. Studies have demonstrated that post-reactivation infusions of anisomycin into the BLA disrupt retention of auditory fear memories when animals are tested 24 h later (Duvarci and Nader, 2004; Duvarci et al, 2006; Nader et al, 2000; Parsons et al, 2006) . This suggests that reactivated memories require protein synthesis-dependent reconsolidation within the amygdala in order to be re-stored.
Fear memory reconsolidation also requires the activation of various receptor pathways within the BLA. Postreactivation blockade of NMDA receptors (using MK-801; Lee et al, 2006; Suzuki et al, 2004) , b-adrenergic receptors (b-ARs) (using propanolol; Debiec and LeDoux, 2004) , and GC receptors (using RU486; Jin et al, 2007) within the BLA disrupt long-term fear memory retention. Interestingly, Lee et al (2006) demonstrated that intra-BLA infusion of the partial NMDA agonist DCS before reactivation, facilitated auditory fear memory. This evidence suggests that receptor activity within the BLA is critically involved in the restorage of reactivated fear memories.
Given these studies, it is possible that GABA A receptor agonists disrupt reconsolidation by binding to GABA A receptors in the amygdala, particularly those containing the a1-subunit. However, Makkar et al (2010) found that intra-BLA infusions of MDZ had no effect on contextual fear memory retention when injected immediately after reactivation. Interpretation of this finding requires caution due to the small sample used in the study. Moreover, this finding does not rule out the possibility that GABA A receptors within the BLA are involved in reconsolidation with other fear memory tasks such as discrete cue conditioning and IA. Future research is clearly needed.
Hippocampus. The hippocampus has also been shown to be important for fear memory reconsolidation, similar to initial consolidation. Studies have demonstrated a requirement for protein synthesis (Debiec et al, 2002; Frankland et al, 2006) , mRNA synthesis (Da Silva et al, 2008) , transcription factors (nuclear factor kBFLubin and Sweatt, 2007; ZIF268FDuvarci et al, 2005) , and immediate early gene activation (zif268FHall et al, 2001; c-Fos, junBF Strekalova et al, 2003; SGK3Fvon Hertzen and Giese, 2005) within the hippocampus for both consolidation and reconsolidation of contextual fear memories.
Recent evidence suggests that hippocampal GABA A receptors may be involved in fear memory reconsolidation. As previously described, Amaral et al (2007) showed that post-reactivation infusion of muscimol into the hippocampus disrupted retention of IA memory. However, this deficit was only temporary. This indicates that intra-hippocampal activation of GABA A receptors after reactivation disrupted retrieval, rather than storage of the fear memory. It is important to note that this is the only study examining the role of hippocampal GABA A receptors in the reconsolidation of fear memories, and further research is warranted. The temporary retrieval deficit observed by Amaral et al (2007) might have been due to the specific task they usedFIA. Increasing evidence suggests that the hippocampus might not be involved in the reconsolidation of IA Milekic et al, 2007; Power et al, 2006; Prado-Alcala et al, 2006; Taubenfeld et al, 2001) . Further studies examining other hippocampally mediated tasks, such as contextual fear conditioning or trace fear conditioning, are required to determine whether hippocampal GABA A receptors are involved in the reconsolidation of fear memories.
The evidence discussed indicates that post-reactivation administration of GABA A receptor agonists interferes with fear memory retention. This suggests that memory restabilization after retrieval is dependent on reduced GABAergic transmission. However, as demonstrated, scarce research has examined the neural and molecular pathways mediating the effects of GABA on memory re-storage after reactivation.
GABA AND MEMORY ACQUISITION, CONSOLIDATION, RECONSOLIDATION, AND EXTINCTION: A COMMON NEUROMOLECULAR PATHWAY?
The evidence discussed in this review strongly implies that memory storage after conditioning, reactivation, and extinction training (see Figure 1 ) is dependent on a common mechanism of reduced GABAergic inhibitory neurotransmission. The formation of memory after initial conditioning seems to require the downregulation of GABAergic transmission in neural circuits such as the amygdala, and in the hippocampus if the CS is a context. A reduction in GABAergic inhibitory transmission would allow for the activation of various intracellular cascades that are essential for the stabilization and re-stabilization of the fear memory (Bustos et al, 2006; Luft et al, 2004) . Research by McGaugh and co-workers (Hatfield et al, 1999; Introini-Collison et al, 1994; Roozendaal et al, 1999) has indicated that reduced GABA transmission facilitates memory storage by increasing the release of norepinephrine (NE) and enhancing activation of b-ARs within the amygdala.
In support of this hypothesis, Introini-Collison et al (1994) demonstrated that the retention-impairing effects of muscimol were reversed by simultaneous administration of NE. In contrast, the retention-enhancing effects of bicuculline (a drug that decreases GABA transmission) were blocked by simultaneous injection of the b-AR antagonist clenbuterol (a drug that decreases NE activation of b-ARs). Consistent with these findings, Hatfield et al (1999) showed that systemic administration of muscimol (which impairs memory retention) decreased the levels of NE within the amygdala. Conversely, systemic injections of picrotoxin (which typically facilitates retention) increased the levels of NE within the amygdala.
Collectively, these findings seem to suggest that following initial training there is a downregulation of GABAergic transmission in the amygdala and hippocampus. This triggers the release of NE within the amygdala. NE could then mediate memory storage by binding to and activating b-ARs within the amygdala and hippocampus and other brain regions involved in the consolidation of the memory trace (such as the caudate, or cerebral cortex; Hatfield et al, 1999; Mueller and Cahill, 2010; Roozendaal et al, 1999) . Indeed, studies have shown that post-training intra-BLA infusion of NE enhances, whereas post-training blockade of b-ARs disrupts the consolidation of memory in both fear conditioning (Liang et al, 1986 (Liang et al, , 1990 Miranda et al, 2003) and object recognition paradigms (Roozendaal et al, 2008) . Stimulation of b-ARs by NE activates adenylyl cyclase, which initiates cAMP formation (Seeds and Gilman, 1971) . cAMP then activates PKA, which leads to two outcomes that facilitate memory storage: first, PKA enhances the excitability of neurons by phosphorylation of ion channels and receptors and AMPA receptor trafficking (Kandel, 2001; Hu et al, 2007) ; second, PKA, together with MAPK, trigger the phosphorylation of transcription factors such as CREB, which initiates gene transcription and synthesis of proteins (Graham, 1990; Kandel, 2001; Eisenberg et al, 2003) . The proteins are then used for the synaptic modifications necessary for stabilizing the memory trace (see Figure 5) .
Re-exposure to the CS triggers two competing molecular processes: reconsolidation and extinction. According to Eisenberg et al (2003) , when reactivation is short, the original memory trace (ie, the CS-US association) returns to a labile state and reconsolidation is initiated. Administration of GABA A receptor agonists disrupt this dominant reconsolidation process, leading to reduced fear responding at test (Bustos et al, 2006 (Bustos et al, , 2009 . The findings discussed in this review suggest that the reconsolidation, just as initial consolidation, involves the downregulation of GABAergic neurotransmission. However, very little research has investigated the neural circuits where this may take place, with mixed evidence regarding the amygdala and hippocampus. Nonetheless, we propose that the neurochemical processes mediating reconsolidation of fear memories after brief CS re-exposure proceeds in a manner similar to that following initial training. Specifically, after retrieval, a reduction in GABAergic transmission would take place in specific brain regions, which would then stimulate the release of NE, perhaps within the amygdala . NE would then bind to b-ARs, triggering a similar intracellular cascade of events involving activation of adenylyl cyclise, formation of cAMP, activation of PKA, gene transcription, and the synthesis of proteins. The proteins are then used to re-stabilize the memory trace (see Figure 5 ).
When CS re-exposure is extended, the formation of a new inhibitory memory (ie, the extinction memory) is triggered within a different neural area (Eisenberg et al, 2003; Lee et al, 2006; Suzuki et al, 2004) . At this stage, conditioned responding has begun to extinguish. Administration of the GABA A receptor agonist at this point will disrupt the now dominant extinction process, leading to intact fear responding at test (Akirav, 2007; Berlau and McGaugh, 2006; Bustos et al, 2009) . Therefore, the formation of fear extinction memory appears to require a downregulation of GABAergic neurotransmission, consistent with initial consolidation and reconsolidation. Studies outlined in this review indicate that this downregulation takes place in the BLA (Akirav, 2007; Berlau and McGaugh, 2006; Hart et al, 2009) , hippocampus (Corcoran et al, 2005; Hobin et al, 2006) , and possibly the IL (Akirav et al, 2006) . As for consolidation and reconsolidation, we propose that reduced GABA transmission facilitates the storage of extinction memories by increasing the release of NE and activation of b-ARs. In line with this suggestion, Berlau and McGaugh (2006) demonstrated that postextinction training infusion of bicuculline into the BLA facilitated extinction memory; however, this effect was blocked by simultaneous co-administration of the b-blocker propranolol. Moreover, infusion of NE into the BLA after extinction training was shown to facilitate consolidation of fear extinction memory . In addition, systemic and intra-IL infusions of propranolol impair extinction retention (Ouyang and Thomas, 2005; Mueller et al, 2008) . These studies suggest that GABAergic modulation of extinction might depend on noradrenergic mechanisms within the amygdala and possibly the IL. Specifically, after extended re-exposure to the CS (ie, extinction training), there is a downregulation of GABA in neural circuits such as the amygdala, hippocampus, and IL. Once again, this might stimulate the release of NE within these areas which binds to b-ARs, activating a similar intracellular cascade of events (see Figure 5) , ultimately leading to the synthesis of proteins which are used to stabilize the new extinction memory trace (Mueller and Cahill, 2009 ).
The administration of GABA A receptor agonists disrupts memories when administered before and after initial conditioning, re-activation, and extinction training. This indicates that the storage of new, reactivated, and extinction memory traces is dependent on a reduction of GABAergic transmission. Here, it is proposed that, at least for consolidation and extinction, the reduction of GABA transmission facilitates memory storage by increasing NE release and noradrenergic signaling in the amygdala. This triggers an intracellular cascade, leading to the synthesis of proteins, which are used for stabilizing the fear memory trace. In light of this model and the findings discussed in this review, infusion of GABA A receptor agonists such as MDZ might have disrupted consolidation, reconsolidation, or extinction by increasing GABAergic transmission, inhibiting release of NE, and reducing activation of b-ARs within the amygdala, hippocampus and/or IL. This would have prevented the phosphorylation of protein kinases, transcription factors, and IEGs, leading to a reduction in protein synthesis. As a result, storage of the new reactivated or inhibitory (extinction) memory would have been blocked, thereby resulting in a lack of evidence for memory retention at test.
Future studies could investigate the validity of this mechanism through a number of means. For example, if GABA A agonists block consolidation, reconsolidation and/ or extinction by inhibiting NE release, simultaneous Figure 5 Hypothesized GABAergic molecular pathway of acquisition/consolidation, reconsolidation and extinction consolidation. After each critical procedural event (conditioning, reactivation, and extinction training, respectively; see Figure 1 ), there is a downregulation of GABAergic molecules within synapses, possibly in different areas of the amygdala, hippocampus and PFC, depending on the phenomenon. This leads to disinhibition of noradrenergic neurons, leading to elevated release of norepinephrine (NE). NE then binds to and activates b-adrenergic receptors. This triggers the intracellular activation of the enzyme adenylyl cyclase (by G-proteins), which initiates the formation of cyclic AMP (cAMP). cAMP then triggers upregulation of Protein Kinase A (PKA). PKA enhances cell excitability by the phosphorylating of receptors and ion channels (such as K + channels), causing them to close. PKA also facilitates AMPA receptor trafficking. In addition, PKA together with MAPK stimulates the phosphorylation of various transcription factors such as CREB, which are involved in gene transcription and the activation of immediate early genes (IEGs). The products of gene transcription are used for protein synthesis. The proteins are then used for the synaptic modifications necessary for stabilization of the new memory, reactivated memory or the extinction trace. Abbreviations: AMPA ¼ a-amino-3-hydroxyl-5-methyl-4-isoxazole-propionate; ATP ¼ adenosine triphosphate; cAMP ¼ cyclic AMP; CREB ¼ cAMP response element-binding protein; CS ¼ conditioned stimulus; GABA ¼ g-amino butyric acid; MAPK ¼ mitogen-activated protein kinase; PKA ¼ Protein kinase A; US ¼ unconditioned stimulus.
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infusion of NE into brain regions involved in fear memory should reverse the amnesic effects of systemically administered drugs such as midazolam. In contrast, the effects of memory-enhancing drugs such as bicuculline should be blocked by simultaneous administration of drugs that block NE activation of b-ARs (such as propranolol). Another method of investigation, as used by Hatfield et al (1999) , involves the use of microdialysis probes implanted into brain regions involved in fear memory. Researchers could examine whether systemic administration of GABA A agonists leads to a decrease in NE levels, or whether GABA A antagonists produces an increase in NE in these brain regions. If the animal displays the respective retention deficit or enhancement, this would provide additional evidence that GABAergic drugs modulate memory by altering the levels of NE within neural circuits such as the amygdala.
Clinical Implications
Throughout this discussion, the evidence has suggested that GABAergic transmission is detrimental to the persistence of fear memories. This may have implications for the treatment of anxiety disorders in humans, particularly those disorders associated with maladaptive and intrusive fear memories such as post-traumatic stress disorder, social phobia, and specific phobia (Day et al, 2004; Durand and Barlow, 2006; Ehlers and Clark, 2000; Hackmann and Holmes, 2004; Hackmann et al, 2000; Rachman, 1991) . Specifically, GABA agonists, particularly BZs, such as midazolam or diazepam could be administered immediately after briefly re-exposing patients to fear-related stimuli in order to block the reconsolidation of fear memories, and thereby reduce subsequent anxiety symptoms. Numerous animal studies have shown that the reduced fear responding produced by midazolam does not recover over time, with a shift in the internal state, or following re-exposure to the US (Bustos et al, 2006 (Bustos et al, , 2009 Makkar et al, 2010; Zhang and Cranney, 2008) . This suggests that combining BZs with brief cue exposure might be an effective and lasting treatment for anxiety disorders. This is a realistic possibility given that (a) experimental studies have shown that reconsolidation of conditioned fear can be disrupted in humans using the b-adrenoceptor antagonist propranolol (Miller et al, 2004) , and (b) midazolam is already being used in clinical settings for its sedative and anxiolytic effects (Pain et al, 2002) .
However, there is the possibility that if CS re-exposure is too long, GABA A agonists could disrupt extinction of the fear memory, as demonstrated by Bustos et al (2009) . The consequence of disrupting extinction would be a persistence of anxiety symptoms, thereby worsening the problem. Therefore, if BZs are to be used in conjunction with brief cue exposure, clinicians will need to pay close attention to the length of re-exposure to the fear eliciting cue. They will need to ensure that cue exposure is brief, and that reduction in anxiety (ie, within-session extinction) does not occur throughout the exposure session, otherwise the BZ will disrupt the extinction memory, leading to maintenance of fear and anxiety. Further research examining the effect of administering GABA A receptor agonists following variations in the duration of CS re-exposure are required to determine the optimal duration. In addition, the finding that reconsolidation of older fear memories can be disrupted but require longer CS re-exposures and higher drugs dosages (Bustos et al, 2009 ) introduces additional complications. Specifically, the clinician may need to vary the length of re-exposure and drug dosage based on the age of the memory or the duration of the disorder. This could involve a process of trial-and-error, which may be timeconsuming for the therapist and detrimental to the client who is not receiving the immediate treatment they require.
Nonetheless, the finding that MDZ is capable of disrupting the reconsolidation of remote fear memories is promising for the use of BZs and brief cue exposure in treating anxiety disorders. This is because individuals with anxiety disorders often wait many years before seeking treatment for such disorders (Durand and Barlow, 2006; Foa et al, 2000) . However, assessing the age of fear memories is a difficult task in the context of human anxiety disorders. For example, in specific phobia, patients often do not remember a specific incident that elicited their fear, claiming to have always been afraid of spiders, or have always been shy (Rachman, 1991) . In light of these issues, it is clear that basic research examining the effects of BZs in memory reconsolidation in humans is required in order to determine if combining BZs with brief cue exposure is a potentially viable treatment for human anxiety disorders. In addition, of course, the chemical efficacy of GABA antagonists facilitating long-duration cue exposure (extinction training) also requires further investigation.
CONCLUSION
Throughout this review, we have provided evidence that fear memory formation, reconsolidation, and extinction are dependent upon reduced activation of GABA A receptors in various regions of the brain. Pre-and post-training administration of drugs that increase GABAergic transmission leads to decreased fear responding. This suggests that GABA A receptors, possibly within the amygdala and hippocampus, are involved in the acquisition and consolidation of fear memories. Consistent with these findings, administration of GABA A receptor agonists immediately after a brief CS re-exposure disrupt, whereas GABA A receptor antagonists facilitate subsequent fear responding. This indicates that GABA A receptors are also involved in the reconsolidation of fear memories after retrieval. Finally, increasing GABAergic transmission both before and immediately after extinction training has been shown to block response inhibition. These results indicate that activation of GABA A receptors interferes with the acquisition and consolidation of extinction memories. A number of contradictory results have emerged, although we have presented evidence suggesting that these conflicting results are due to variations in (a) the location of drug infusion, (b) the dosage of the drug and/or (c) the time point of drug administration. Therefore, the evidence presented in this review strongly implies that the processes mediating memory persistence after initial fear learning, memory reactivation, and extinction training are dependent on a common mechanism of reduced GABAergic transmission. The current findings suggest that this downregulation of GABAergic transmission most likely takes place in the amygdala, hippocampus (ie, if the CS is a context), or the mPFC (during extinction training). We propose that the downregulation of GABA modulates memory storage by facilitating the release of NE. NE then binds to b-ARs, initiating an intracellular cascade that culminates in the synthesis of new proteins, which are used for the synaptic changes required to stabilize the new, reactivated, or inhibitory (extinction) memory trace.
The finding that GABA consistently disrupts various forms of memory retention suggests that in the future a viable and lasting treatment for anxiety disorders in humans can be achieved through methods such as combining BZs with brief cue exposure. Furthermore, given the disruptive effect of GABA on memory retention, we can speculate that GABA might have an adaptive role in allowing organisms to forget irrelevant information (Kim et al, 2006) .
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